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1. Discuss important advantages of manufacturing

automation. Briefly discuss working principles

and applications of automated flow lines ?

20

2. Name the types of manufacturing flexibilities

possessed by Flexible manufacturing systems

(FMS). Explain the effects of these capabilities

on the performance of FMS. Also, discuss the

manufacturing scenario under which FMS are

used ? 20

3. Discuss the conditions under which use of

Robots are suitable. Briefly discuss the

application areas of Robot. 20

4. With reference to Robots, discuss the types of

Robotic Programming and their differences. 20

5. Discuss the following : 20

(a) Composite part concept and its

application

(b) Part classification and coding systems.

6. Discuss the types of automated assembly

systems (AAS). What are the manufacturing

objectives specifically achieved through

AAS ? 20

7. Discuss different configuration of Robots and

their relative advantages and application areas.

Use sketches for illustration. 20

8. For the following set of part-machine matrix,

suggest suitable machine groups and their

respective part family through rank order

clustering technique A, B, C etc. represents

parts and M1, M2 etc. represents machines. 20

Machines/     Parts A B C D E F G H I

Machine 1    

Machine 2  

Machine 3   

Machine 4   

Machine 5  

Machine 6  

Machine 7   
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